self-maps without continuity of maps for non-complete complex-valued metric space.
 .
Definition 2.4 ([2]). Maps ,:
f g X X  are said to be converse commuting if fgx gfx  implies fx gx  .
Definition 2.5 ([6]). Two self-maps ,:
f g X X  are said to be occasionally converse commuting, if for some x in X fgx gfx  implies fx gx  .
Following example shows that, every conversely commuting mapping is (OCC) but the converse need not be true.
and the self-mapping f and g are defined by:
III. Main Result Theorem 3.1. Let ( , )
Xd be a complex valued-metric space and let f , g , h and k be four self-maps defined on X , such that the pairs ( , ) fk and ( , ) gh are occasionally converse commuting maps satisfying: 
